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ABC Digital Rules – FAQs 
 

As at May 11, 2012 
Below are some frequently asked questions regarding the recent changes to the rules for print and digital 
versions of publications from the Audit Bureau of Circulations. These rules come into effect as of Saturday 
March 24, 2012 and apply to audit periods commencing 1 January 2012. 
 
Part 1: Changing The Rules - Why, Who, How 
Why have these new rules been introduced? 
Who was involved in setting these rules? 
Who do the new rules apply to? 
When do the new rules become effective? 
When will the first new audited data be reported? 
Is reporting of Digital Versions compulsory from the current 
audit period? 
 
Part 2: Key Changes, Definitions and Reporting 
What are the key features of the rule changes? 
What are the new reporting metrics? 
What types of digital formats can be reported? 
 
Part 3: About the Sales of Digital Versions 
Do sales of Digital Versions to overseas customers qualify? 
How are sales of Print and Digital Versions bundled together 
treated? 
What types of digital version sales qualify? 
What types of digital version sales don’t qualify? 
Can I report free copies of my digital versions? 

 
Part 4: About the Reporting of Digital Sales 
How will Digital Versions be reported? 
Are there any changes to the Print Reporting? 
Where can I view the new data? 
 
Part 5: Auditing Digital Sales 
How will my digital versions or digital publication be 
audited? 
 
Part 6: About the Publicity Rules and reporting Digital Sales 
Can I still compare the print data? 
Can I only report the headline numbers? 
What are the changes to the publicity rules? 
Have the reporting periods and audit requirements 
changed? 
 
Part 7: Applying to report Digital Sales 
How do I apply to audit my Digital Versions? 
How do I apply to audit my stand-alone Digital publication? 

 
This document provides a summary of the key features of the new Digital Version Sales reporting introduced 
into the ABC Rules 24 March 2012. 
 
The document does not replace or augment any of the provisions of the ABC Rules 24 March 2012 and should 
always be read in conjunction with the ABC Rules 24 March 2012. 
 
Specific references to the ABC Rules 24 March 2012 appear alongside relevant items that are referenced in 
this Guide for further assistance. 
 
Part 1:  Changing the Rules – Why, Who, How, When Do they Apply?  
Q: Why have these new rules been introduced? 
A: The new rules represent the second phase of the rule review process that was instigated over a year ago.  
 
The first phase of the process, which was introduced in July 2011, involved the refining and tightening of print 
circulation reporting, which resulted in better defined reporting categories and more granular data through 
the introductions of day of week reporting for newspapers and voluntary issue-specific reporting for all 
publications. 
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The second phase of the process has addressed the emergence of digital publishing and in particular the 
changing nature of how masthead-branded content is consumed across print and digital platforms. 
 
The new Rules allow for the reporting of sales of digital versions of print publications and standalone digital 
publications.  
 
Q: Who was involved in setting these rules? 
A: The new Rules are the result of the work of the ABC Digital Sub-Committee. The Sub- 
Committee has met for the past 18 months to discuss and draft the rules ready for ballot of the members. It 
consisted of ABC publisher members, media buyers and advertisers.   Back to Top 
 
Q: Who do the new rules apply to? 
A: All current ABC members. Stand-alone digital publications can also join the ABC as of now.  
 
Q: When do the new rules become effective? 
A: The new rules became effective on 24 March 2012. The new rules apply to the ABC Reporting Periods 
commencing from 1 January 2012.   Back to Top 
 
Q: When will the first new audited data be reported? 
A: The first new audited data will be reported to members on Friday May 11, 2012 for the period January to 
March 2012.   Back to Top 
  
Q: Is reporting of Digital Versions compulsory from the current audit period? 
A: No. The reporting of sales of digital versions is optional. During a transitional period until 1 July 2013 
however, a publisher can elect to report the sales of their digital versions beginning with the reporting periods 
commencing 1 January 2012. 
 
Publishers who elect to report digital versions from 1 January 2012 also can elect not to report all of the 
different digital versions (digital replica versions, digital enhanced versions and paid website versions) until 1 
July 2013 when it will become compulsory for those who report Average Net Paid Digital Sales.  Back to Top 

 
Part 2: Key Changes, Definitions and Reporting 
Q: What are the key features of the rule changes? 
A: The new digital reporting is anchored in the principles that apply to print reporting - only paid digital 
copies are included. The purpose of the rules is to accommodate the changing nature of media consumption 
across print and digital.  
The new key features include: 

• Reporting of Average Net Paid Sales for print is maintained  
• Introduction of 6 new metrics reporting sales for a publication including:  

o Average Net Paid Digital Sales with break-out reporting of Average Net Paid Digital Replica 
Version Sales, Average Net Paid Digital Enhanced Version Sales 
and Average Net Paid Website Version Sales 

o Average Total Paid Masthead Sales with break-out reporting of Average Net Paid Print Only 
Sales, Average Net Paid Digital Only Sales and Average Net Paid Packaged Print and Digital 
Subscription Sales. 
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• Introduction of separate reporting of Average Net Paid Sales for digital based on the print reporting 
model  

• Introduction of Masthead Sales reporting  
• Deduplication inherent in reporting model through break out of Packaged Print and Digital 

Subscription Sales  
• Separate reporting of sales of Digital Versions with reporting of Categories of sales including Multiple 

Publication Sales, School Sales and Tertiary Education Subscription Sales  
• Recognition of stand-alone Digital Publications 
• Comprehensive upgrade to ABC’s Publicity Rules 

Back to Top 
 
Q: What are the new reporting metrics? 
A:  The new metrics are:  

• Average Net Paid Print Sales – the historical metric for print publications, now identified with ‘print’ in 
the heading 

• Average Net Paid Digital Sales – the metric for sales of digital versions of publications which will also 
include separate reporting for the types of digital versions, being: 

o Average Net Paid Digital Replica Version Sales 
o Average Net Paid Digital Enhanced Version Sales 
o Average Net Paid Website Version Sales 

• Average Total Paid Masthead Sales – the metric for sales of a publication, de-duplicated across the 
sales channels and is the sum of three new metrics: 

o Average Net Paid Print Only Sales – sales of print only versions of a publication 
o Average Net Paid Digital Only Sales – sales of digital only versions of a publication 
o Average Net Paid Packaged Print and Digital Subscription Sales – sales of packages, counted 

only once per package, where print and digital versions are bundled together in a sale. 
Back to Top 
 
Q: What types of digital formats can be reported? 
A: The new rules enable three different digital versions of a publication to be audited and reported 
and also introduce a new type of publication member to the ABC.  
 
These changes recognise that both print publications and digital publications can produce different 
versions or formats of their publication and enable the reporting of the sales of these versions to be 
captured in the reporting of print, digital and masthead. 
 
1. (Please refer to Schedule 3 Definitions, ABC Rules 24 March 2012)  
The updated ABC Rules include new definitions that expand on the reporting for digital versions 
and recognised the changing digital environment. The new reporting of digital sales revolves 
around the reporting of:  
 Digital Replica Versions, which are the same as the print publication, delivered in a 

digital format, e.g. PDF formats. These must carry the same advertising and editorial as 
an edition of the print publication. 
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 Digital Enhanced Versions, which are typically tablet or app style digital formats of a 
publication. e.g. Bespoke tablet editions. They carry the same masthead but can look 
different to the print publication and can have different editorial and advertising. 

 Paid Website Versions, which are digital formats of the print publication carrying the same 
masthead and underlying identity as the print publication for display on the web e.g. paywall 
websites.  

 
Members who are interested in the reporting of Digital Versions should also review all of the definitions 
contained in the ABC Rules 24 March 2012, Part 1General and Schedule 3 Definitions. 
The new definition is:   

• Digital Publication – which is a standalone publication only accessible for distribution digitally and 
has no Print Version. It has a Masthead and editorial advertisements and publish editions. 

 
Standalone Digital Publications can also have Digital Versions and will now be able to join the ABC as 
Publisher members for the first time.   Back to Top 
 
Part 3: About the Sales of Digital Versions 
Q: Do sales of Digital Versions to overseas customers qualify? 
A:  No, only Australian sales of digital versions qualify for reporting in Average Net Paid Digital Sales.   
Back to Top 
 
Q: How are subscriptions of Print and Digital Versions bundled together treated? 
A: These types of subscriptions are captured in the three new reporting formats to give maximum 
transparency and visibility to advertisers and media buyers. 
 
The subscription sales of the print publication are broken out of the package and reported in Average Net 
Paid Print Sales, while the digital components are reported in Average Net Paid Digital Sales. 
 
The Average Net Paid Digital Sales reporting will capture the subscription sale and also report the total 
number of versions of the publication that have been subscribed to; ie : ‘Digital Replica Versions’, ‘Digital 
Enhanced Versions’ and ‘Paid Website Versions’. 
 
This masthead sales reporting will give clear visibility to the number of subscription sales in packages and 
each package will be recorded as only one sale, therefore providing an unduplicated number.  Back to Top 
 
Q: What types of digital version sales qualify?    
A:  Only paid for digital versions can be included in this reporting. Schedule 3 defines the types of sales that 
qualify for inclusion in Average Net Paid Digital Sales, these include: 
 
24 March 2012. The types of sales of digital versions that qualify for reporting are: 
 Regular Channel Sales 

For digital versions these may include sales made through the iTunes, Android and Amazon 
platforms. 
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 Cover Price Sales 
Any digital version sales sold at the Cover Price, direct by the Publisher Member to the public. 
 

 Subscription Sales 
Are sales by way of a subscription for a term to a Publication which are offered at an Advertised Price 
and accepted by the offeree at that Advertised Price. They may take the form of Digital only 
Subscription Sale, Packaged Digital Subscription Sale; and/or Packaged Print and Digital 
Subscription Sale. 
 

 Multiple Publication Sales 
Are sales involving the sale of two or more different publications. The definition of Multiple 
Publications in Schedule 3, ABC Rules 24 March 2012 sets out the eligible criteria for these inclusions. 

 
 School Sales 

School Sales are sales at a price of a Publication under an Arrangement between a school or third 
party and the publisher of the Publication for use by students of the school. 
 

 Tertiary Education Subscription Sales 
Tertiary Education Subscription Sales are a sale at a price of a Publication under an Arrangement 
between a tertiary learning institution or Third Party and the publisher of the Publication for 
collection by each student who has subscribed. Please refer to the definitions in Schedule 3 of the 
ABC Rules 24 March 2012 for the eligibility criteria. 

 
Please refer to Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for further information.  Back to Top 
 
Q: What types of digital version sales don’t qualify?    
A:  There are some types of Digital Version Sales that do not qualify for inclusion in Average Net Paid Digital 
Sales; these are identified as Other Digital Version Sales. The types of sales that can not be reported include: 

• Accommodation and Hotel Sales 
• Airline Sales 
• Association Sales 
• Bundled Sales 
• Dependent Transaction Sales 
• Event Sales 
• Site Licence Digital Sales 
• Any sale of a Digital Version of a Publication which is not otherwise a Net Paid Digital Sale. 

Please refer to Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for further information.  Back to Top 
 
Q: Can I report free copies of my digital versions?    
A:  Only paid for digital versions can be included in this reporting. Please refer to Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for 
further information.  Back to Top 
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Part 4: About the Reporting of Digital Sales  
Q: How will Digital Versions be reported? 
A: ABC reporting is being expanded to deliver three distinct and separate reporting streams, one for Print 
Versions, the second for Digital Versions, the third for Average Total Paid Masthead Sales.  
 
The first ‘Average Net Paid Print Sales’ continues the traditional reporting for Print Publications, which was 
previously referred to as Average Net Paid Sales (ANPS).  
 
The second ‘Average Net Paid Digital Sales’ introduces the reporting of sales of Digital Versions, modelled on 
the current reporting for Print Publications and includes sales of digital versions with breakout reporting of 
applicable categories; Multiple Publication Sales, School Sales and Tertiary Education Subscription Sales. 
Other categories will be considered in the future as technology evolves.  
 
In addition, Average Net Paid Digital Sales reporting will also feature reporting of the numbers of sales of each 
type of digital format; Digital Enhanced Versions, Digital Replica Versions and Paid Website Versions. This 
reporting is separate to the reporting the de-duplicated reporting of Average Net Paid Digital Sales.  
 
The third Average Total Paid Masthead Sales introduces the reporting of the total number of sales for a 
Publication across its print and digital sales, and which are de-duplicated across the sales channels; Average 
Net Paid Print Only Sales, Average Net Paid Digital Only Sales and Average Net Paid Packaged Print and 
Digital Subscription Sales. 
 
This masthead sales reporting will give clear visibility to the number of sales by type of sale channel, where 
copies sold in packages will be recorded as only one sale, therefore providing an unduplicated number. 
 
Please refer to Schedule 3 for Definitions and Schedule 4 for Calculations in the ABC Rules 24 March 2012.  
Back to Top 
 
Q: Are there any changes to the Print Reporting? 
A: Yes, there are two changes to the reporting for Print. The Multiple Publication Sales category has been re-
introduced as a separate category and removed from the Bundled Sales category (the two were combined in 
the June 2011 rule amendments). 
 
There are now seven categories of reporting for Print Versions; these are:  

• Accommodation and Hotel Sales 
• Airline Sales 
• Bundled Sales 
• Event Sales 
• Multiple Publication Sales 
• School Sales 
• Tertiary Education Subscription Sales 

 
The second change is the addition of Year on Year reporting of Average Net Paid Print Sales and percentage 
change Year on Year reporting alongside the current reporting for a publication.  Back to Top 
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Q: Where can I view the new data? 
A: The new data can be viewed in eData, ABC’s online reporting tool, following the first release on 11 May 
2012. All members have access to this from our home page (www.auditedmedia.org.au). If you have any 
problems logging in please email Noverina at noverina@auditedmedia.org.au. Back to Top 

 
Part 5: Auditing Digital Sales 
Q: How will my digital versions or digital publication be audited? 
A:  Auditing guidelines are yet to be released. Back to Top 
 
Part 6: About the Publicity Rules and reporting Digital Sales 
Q: Can I still compare ABC print data?  
A: Yes, there is no change or break in continuity of reporting for print versions and print publications. While 
the name has changed and Multiple Publication Sales are now to be reported separately again (they were 
previously included in Bundled Sales) everything remains comparable. Average Net Paid Sales has now 
become Average Net Paid Print Sales. 
Please refer to Part 9 Publicity Rules, ABC Print Rules 24 March 2012. 
Back to Top 
 
Q: Can I only report the headline numbers? 
A: Headline digital metrics cannot be reported without also referring to the components that make up the 
metrics such as the various digital formats for Average Net Paid Digital Sales and the Print Only, Digital Only 
and Packaged Print and Digital Subscription components of Average Total Paid Masthead Sales. 
 
The ABC Publicity Rules Part 9 of the ABC Rules 24 March 2012 contain a set of guiding principles to ensure 
transparent, like for like, comparisons are made when referring to ABC data. Back to Top 
 
Q: What are the changes to the publicity rules? 
A: ABC’s publicity rules have been expanded, beginning with principles to guide members and with more 
rules to guide members about how ABC data can be reported. They define the intention of the publicity rules 
and the expectation of members when reporting data. They are: 
 The reporting of ABC data must be clear and transparent. 

 Any comparison of ABC data must be made on a like-for-like basis. 

 ABC data must not be manipulated to create figures that have not been released by the ABC. 

 ABC data must not be manipulated to create a false or inaccurate impression. 

 Current relevant headline numbers, ie Average Net Paid Print Sales (ANPPS), Average Net Paid Digital 
Sales (ANPDS) and/or Average Total Paid Masthead Sales (ATPMS) must also be reported when 
reporting Categories and/or historical ABC data. 

 ABC data must not be compared to data from other sources so as to create a false impression.  
 
Headline digital metrics cannot be reported without also referring to the components that make up the 
metrics such as the various digital formats for Average Net Paid Digital Sales and the Print Only, Digital Only 
and Packaged Print and Digital Subscription components of Average Total Paid Masthead Sales. 

mailto:noverina@auditbureau.org.au�
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Tip: While members are required to provide the companion breakdown of the types of digital format sales when 
reporting Average Net Paid Digital Sales (ANPDS) and Average Total Paid Masthead Sales (ATPMS), it is not 
mandatory that the breakdowns be in the same point-size or be alongside the headlines figures – for example 
the breakdown may accompany the reporting of ANPDS or ATPMS as a footnote. 
 
 
ABC Members can refer planned PR or promotions to the ABC for review and approval before release. 
 
New rules have also been included relating to how each of the different reporting metrics can/must be used 
and how comparisons can be made.  
 
Please refer to Part 9, Publicity, ABC Rules 24 March 2012 for all of the detail, however publicity rules relating 
to digital include: 

• No addition of Average Net Paid Print Sales and Average Net Paid Digital Sales, and or Average Total 
Paid Masthead Sales  

• No addition of the Categories (ie Airline Sales etc) of sales across Print and Digital sales  

• No addition or calculation of figures across any of the metrics across print, digital and masthead 
reporting unless reported by the ABC. 

• When reporting Average Net Paid Digital Sales, it must also include the breakdown of Average Net 
Paid Digital Replica Version Sales, Average Net Paid Digital Enhanced Version Sales and Average Net 
Paid Website Version Sales that have contributed to that figure. 

• When reporting Average Total Paid Masthead Sales, any reporting must include reporting of the 
Average Net Paid Print Only Sales, Average Net Paid Digital Only Sales and Average Net Paid 
Packaged Print and Digital Subscription Sales.  

• Members can compare the categories of print sales for a publication(s) but must include the current 
Average Net Paid Print Sales figure.  

• Members can compare the categories of digital sales for a publication(s) but must include the current 
Average Net Paid Digital Sales figure. Comparisons of categories of both print and digital versions 
can be made but must include the current Average Net Paid Print Sales and Average Net Paid Digital 
Sales figures 

• Members can show sales trends over multiple years for the same reporting period but must include 
the latest reported figures. 

• Members can apply to the Executive Committee for approval to accumulate data across 
publication(s). 

 

The changes to the Publicity Rules also include new reporting areas. Members can compare Year on Year as 
well as Current Period to the immediate prior Reporting Period. Trends over multiple years for a publication 
can also be shown but must include the current reported figure. 

 
Members can apply to the Executive Committee for approval to report specific types of data about a 
publication. This new mechanism encourages the promotion of audited media and provides a process for 
members to engage directly with the Committee for approval before any publicity is released. 
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Part 9, Publicity of the ABC Rules 24 March 2012 details the publicity requirements of Members. The Rules are 
available to all members, either through the ABC website www.auditedmedia.org.au. Or by request from the 
ABC offices on 02 9954 9800 or by email: compliance@auditedmedia.org.au  
Back to Top 
 
 
Q: Have the reporting periods and audit requirements changed? 
A: No. Mandatory reporting periods have remained the same. Back to Top 
 
 
Part 7:  Applying to report Digital Sales? 
Q: How do I apply to audit my Digital Versions? 
A:  Publishers of ABC audited print publications are eligible to report the sales of their Digital Versions in 
accordance with the ABC Rules 24 March 2012.   
 
Members will need to advise the ABC which of their Publications will be reporting under the new combined 
reporting metrics for Digital Versions and Average Total Paid Masthead Sales.  
 
The ABC Executive Committee may request the Publisher provide copies of their Print and Digital Versions.  
 
Please contact the ABC on (02) 9954 9800 or email auditor@auditedmedia.org.au to register your 
publications. 
Back to Top 
 
Q: How do I apply to audit my Standalone Digital publication? 
A:  Publishers of ABC audited print publications are eligible to report the sales of their Digital Versions in 
accordance with the ABC Rules 24 March 2012.   
 
Members will need to advise the ABC which of their Publications will be reporting under the new combined 
reporting metrics for Digital Versions and Average Total Paid Masthead Sales.  
 
The ABC Executive Committee may request the Publisher provide copies of their Print and Digital Versions.  
 
Please contact the ABC on (02) 9954 9800 or email auditor@auditedmedia.org.au to register your 
publications. 
Back to Top 
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